KIT4732
DECOR FIXED VERTICAL MOUNT BRACKET
2S & 2SC

Steps:
1. Align template with TV top corners on right side as shown using square if TV offset from wall & tape template to wall.
2. Using sharp pin puncture small holes in wall where crosshairs represent wall brackets screw holes.
3. Remove template from wall then position wall bracket screw holes over pin marks & attach each wall bracket using proper mounting hardware as advised by professional contractor. (Mounting hardware not supplied by Paradigm).
4. Carefully attach speaker to wall brackets by pushing speaker against wall, then slowly pushing down pre-installed speaker brackets onto wall brackets until tight contact is made with them, then release. Repeat steps using template positioned on left side of TV.

Please note that speaker brackets may be adjusted if necessary but are installed to work with template. If alternative spacing of brackets is desired, then both speaker brackets & wall brackets must be aligned accordingly to each other & TV.